April 16-17 2019

National Polar and Ocean Research Center (NCPOR), Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), Government of India, is going to organize a national workshop on achievements of MoES Research Vessels (SAGAR-2020) during 16-17 April 2020 in Goa. Sagar Tara and Sagar Exploratory are fleets equipped with ocean research vessels that have contributed immensely to scientific knowledge and have taken the achievement of the Indian Ocean fraternity to global standards.

The main objective of this workshop is to bring all ocean researchers together to discuss the achievements of these research vessels and scientific outputs and provide an opportunity for the Indian oceanographic community to interact on a common platform.

The National Workshop on Achievements of MoES Research Vessels aims to bring eminent researchers working in various fields of oceanography, atmospheric science, geology, deep-sea minerals, fisheries, technology development to a common ground. The workshop not only mentions chronicle/review scientific and technological achievements made thus far but also discusses the various emerging inter-disciplinary scientific and technical matters for a better understanding, leveraging and protecting the oceans better and for the exchange of research ideas, findings and experiences on a common platform.
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